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High Availability 
High Data and Fail Security

The increasing digitization draws through our everyday lives. It provides 
the society with new opportunities, but on the other hand leads to system 
and technology-related risks. Through networking almost all areas of our 
lives, we constantly get more access to digital infrastructures, services 
and data sources with which have daily interaction. These make our lives 
in many aspects easier i.e. in the field of medical care and in the field of 
the development of sustainable energy use. Consequently, data require-
ment and data transfer are increasing dramatically. 

For many businesses, their data is an essential part of their business 
value. Due to technical failure, user error, intrusions or manipulations at 
all times, saved data or even complete systems may collapse, get lost or 
rendered useless. A business depends on availability of its data and on 
client relations. The retention and its presence on the market rely on this 
data. The recoverability of the data in case of a failure or catastrophe 
makes is essential to have data protected against external access, secured 
and outsourced according to the compliance guidelines. However, many 
businesses do not approach the threatening danger with seriousness alt-
hough in Germany, securing data against information loss is required by 
law via an appropriate risk management.

The most important insurance of a business is the data security and data 
recoverability. Headlines about ghastly cyber-attacks have been increa-
sing day by day. A business interruption can cost a middle- sized company 
several hundred thousand Euros a day. According to research, 70 % of 
businesses that experience such a failure or an attack cannot recover their 
data. This can be attributed to inconsistency between different storage 
systems, technologies or to a destroyed data record. Yet, it turns out that 
e.g. many of these attacks and failures could have been avoided. On this 
account, having a consistent data security and conservation strategy is 
essential.

At present, it is not possible for conventional storage or tape system-tech-
nologies to comply with the necessary requirements any longer. Not only 
the technology of the storage but also the tape systems have benefits and 
drawbacks in terms of backup and restore. To illustrate, loss of the data 
can be the consequence of hardware failure and malicious applications in 
storage-based technologies and environmental effects such as tempera-
ture differences in band-based systems. The ideal solution is to have the 
beneficial properties to combine both technologies and to eliminate the 
drawbacks. 
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And this is exactly achieved by sayFUSE Backup and Restore-Platform 
with its patented technology. Twelve control systems take care of data 
security through Parallel- and Multi- stream-security and through migra-
tion as well. 

sayFUSE ensures with its four-step / generation backup concept, among 
others, unbroken data backup, the possibility of outsourcing and thus the 
safe recovery. Concurrently, the number of devices is significantly redu-
ced, and the IT infrastructure is considerably simplified. This increases the 
quality and lifetime of data security. Having fewer devices means more 
room and noticeably less power- and operating costs. 

The sayTEC Security Concept

The sayFUSE Platform is devised to meet all the Compliance guidelines 
within the system.
Through its four-level generation backup system, sayFUSE combines all 
four basic stages of a reliable backup strategy within one system.

The speed of security and restoration is increased above average with 
sayFUSE-Appliance through Multi-Backup-Control Systems, Multi-Stream 
and Migration. Many Terabytes of data can be secured and transferred to a 
secure environment within a few hours.  

Level 1
The first stage begins with a real complete Backup in the part called Ba-
ckup-Dedup-Storage located in sayFUSE. This process not only saves time 
but also creates the first secure database by reducing 90% of the burden 
on the network. 

Level 2
In the second stage, the backup drive configured for this purpose is 
switched on by job control, and the daily backups are migrated from the 
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Backup / Dedup-Pool to the corresponding media within the sayFUSE 
appliance. After finishing the Backup, the security drive is switched off. 
While all of these processes are done without any external interference, 
time and Network resources are saved.

Level 3
In the third stage, the Backup Clusters migrate the daily changes of the 
weekly or monthly stored Data automatically in the background (within 
the Appliance). At the same time, the configured backup drives are swit-
ched on with the backup job and the backup Data is checked for consis-
tency. After the process of storing, the Backup Drive is switched off first 
and then the preparation for outsourcing begins. This saves the security 
from attacks, saves energy and increases the lifespan of the stored Data. 

Level 4
The fourth stage is the process of transferring Data to an external source. 
With one touch of a button, the stored Data can be removed from the 
Backup unit and then it can be transferred into a saved environment.  

Business security includes operation secrets and personal information. 
These are to be encoded, protected from unauthorized access and stored 
in another location or fire-containment section.
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Possible Configuration of sayFUSE Backup 
for a four- staged-Backup-Concept:
Dedup Storage Monthly Backup 3 Media

Daily Backup Monday - Thursday (son) backup 4 Media

Weekly Backup Friday or weekend (father) backup 5 Media

Monthly Backup Monthly insurance (grandfather); at least the 
monthly backup media are outsourced.

12 Media

According to this method, the Backup environments are specified as 
follows:

• Daily Backups on the day of the following week
• Weekly Backups in the same week of the following month
• Monthly Backups in the same month of the following year 

Therefore the back pursuit is guaranteed for a whole year (with 21 media).

Data Transfer Capacity

The Data Transfer Capacity depends on many factors such as the volume 
of the digital Data which are transferred in a transmission channel within 
a period. For a continuous Backup concept, all the factors must be taken 
into consideration. In order to save a great amount of Data, to replicate 
them and to store them, all interfaces, topology and storage drives for out-
sourcing must be considered.

In our present era, when large volume Data is used, it is possible for us 
to secure Data with a capacity of 100 TB or more within a day or at the 
weekend by backing it up to an external environment and to make the 
data ready for restoration.  

An example configuration can look as follows:
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Primarily and secondary protection processes 
and secondary application cases

Besides the services mentioned above, the sayFUSE Platform offers a pri-
mary and secondary security procedures as well as secondary use cases. 
It is all about having your entire IT infrastructure protected and providing 
the critical infrastructure in case of emergency. Secondary use cases can 
be additional business servers or test and development systems. A special 
secondary use case is the offline provision of business-critical servers 
from the backup set. Thus, systems defined as critical i.e. a server in case 
of failure can be started immediately as a secondary application system 
from sayFUSE.

The first security stage cluster1/data processing centre 1; from the operati-
on network to the Backup or Dedup Storage of sayFUSE. This data security 
steps in everyday as the first security stage. The daily backup records are 
kept here at least for one week and it steps in when required during the 
stage of reloading of the data to the system. Apart from this, if each server 
is disabled the data in each of them can be reloaded.

The secondary security stage is made up through migration at all times 
without blocking the network volume (and so without intervening the 
systems with critical priority). The backup of the whole is made up within 
the daily and monthly backups in sayFUSE through Migration. These back-
ups, on demand can be transferred to a more secure external source with 
a mere command. 

The migration of the secondary security stage can be transferred to 
another 2nd cluster in a 2nd data processing centre within sayFUSE via 
Backup/Dedup Storage found in the primary security stage. 
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A reasonable distribution in terms of security (with virtualisation, accor-
ding to data and with controlling server systems) enables flexible and fast 
intervention possibilities. Thus, data can be recovered by reactivating the 
systems in the primary security. The systems disabled can be renewed or 
repaired. 

The secondary application conditions / rapid 
intervention ability 

The infrastructure and systems with priority can be enabled directly 
through the application of sayFUSE. For example, in the event of a com-
plete collapse of the server system (software and hardware). The infras-
tructure or server systems set with priority are backed up daily through 
the sayFUSE Platform by being installed off and online. When a system 
with a priority of being critical collapses, it is deactivated within sayFUSE 
within minutes. Thus, a maximum availability and recovery for critical 
infrastructures will be reached. 

The monthly backup of data should be sufficient to maintain the whole 
security of the network, the data and the server. It is necessary that the 
monthly backup is archived and saved for 6 even for 12 months. At the end 
of the archiving period, the capacities can be used again.

The maximum availability and fail- safe function for business-critical 
systems is provided by a second sayFUSE appliance deployed at a second 
site.

It is possible to connect a second Backup and Restore Platform to the 
sayFUSE capacity extension module (bCEM). 18 Backup drives each of 
which has a 14 TB capacity (uncompressed), are transferred through the 
first migration data centre of sayFUSE Backup Dedup to the second data 
centre. Up to date a capacity of uncompressed 252 TB can be externalised 
with such a configuration. 

By clustering the IT infrastructure (server and storage systems) from Site 
1 on the sayFUSE backup and restore platform at site 2, the performance 
of the IT and the availability can be maximized. To expand the capacities, 
extension modules can be added, sayFUSE sCEM for the expansion of sto-
rage and sayFUSE bCEM for the expansion of the backup capacities.

It is possible to connect a second Backup and Restore Platform to the 
sayFUSE capacity extension module (bCEM). 18 Backup drives each of 
which has a 14 TB capacity (uncompressed), are transferred through the 
first migration data centre of sayFUSE Backup Dedup to the second data 
centre. Up to date a capacity of uncompressed 252 TB can be externalised 
with such a configuration. 
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sayFUSE Backup Features:

The sayFUSE backup and restore platform reduces the complexity of IT environ-
ments and increases security with its unique modular approach. Moreover, the 
operating costs are greatly reduced by energy savings and the life of the backup 
media is increased.

Module with integrated functions:

sayFUSE Backup
All-In-One Backup Platform:
Data security, Recovery,
Replication and transmission

sayFUSE VM Backup
All-In-One Backup Platform:
Virtualization Server, Virtualization Storage,
Data Security, Recovery 
and outsourcing into an external environment 

sayFUSE VM Backup Cluster
All-In-Two Cluster Platform:
Virtualization Server, Virtualization Storage,
Data Security, Recovery 
and outsourcing

sayFUSE CEM
Modular capacity enlargement

• IT compliance compatible, Basel & kontraG compliant backup and restore
• All-in-One Appliance (Security Server, Storage and Library)
• Backup-to-Dedup-, Backup-to-Disk-, Disk-to-Tape and Outsourcing
• Migration of huge amounts of Data for full insurance  
• Backup drive media handling for maximum fl exibility and spare backup 

drive control
• Daily, Weekly, Monthly, Yearly Security Job 
• 12 backup drives, each with up to 14 TB of backup media
• Capacity expansion module for expansion to 24 backup drives
• Stream to backup drive for 12 parallel backups
• Stream to backup media for up to 1000 backup streams per backup medium
• Subst drive against failure of backup drives and media
• No cleaning media required, no start-stop behaviour
• Job-controlled activation and deactivation of backup drives


